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Weak solutions to the mixed semilinear boundary value problem are con- 
structed via a monotone sequence of iterates. In this paper a nonlinear terms has 
the general form of an operator from a convex subset of H1( Q) into its dual space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider a semilinear elliptic boundary value problem with 
mixed data. 
Lu = -(a,,~,, + d3u)s, + bp,, + cu = F(x, u) on Q 
u = g,(x, 4 on rI , r, u r, = a52 
cm = g2(x, u) on r, , r, f-7 r, = 4 
du -= 
dv 
conormal derivative of u. 
Repeated indices indicate summation. Since the coefficients will be discontinuous 
and the nonlinear terms very general, the notion of weak solution (see 112, 
p. 1601) is used. The solutions will be constructed and approximated by mono- 
tone iterates of solutions to the associated linear problems. In order to establish 
the monotonicity of the sequence of iterates, we will use Chicco’s [q generaliza- 
tion, for weak solutions, of the Hopf [S, 9] (also see [lq) maximum principle. 
In the classical case, Y E (Y+“(Q) n C(D), this was done by Keller [lo], 
Amann [13], Sattinger [17] and many others. Also see the comprehensive paper 
by Amann [2]. These papers indicate many applications including cooling due 
to radiation, chemical reactions and others. In these papers the solution map 
associated with the linear problem is increasing. This requires that the nonlinear 
terms be nondecreasing in I( or are able to be made nondecreasing via the chord 
method. Also we essentally require this condition to hold on the nonlinear 
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terms. See Kuiper [II] for an analysis of when the nonlinear terms are non- 
increasing. 
Monotone methods have also been useful in some cases in which the non- 
linearities are not all in the inhomogeneous terms. For example see P. Davis and 
Chandra [5] or White [20]. In the latter paper the full generality of having the 
inhomogeneous term in the dual of H,(G) is exploited in order to consider 
problems with nonlinearities in places other than the right side. Our methods 
are constructive and hence could be considered more applicable than some pure 
existence theorems. Some very general theorems proved via nonlinear variational 
arguments may be found in Lions [ 41, Puel [ 51 and Deuel and Hess [7]. 
In Section two the basic assumptions, definitions, and M. Chicco’s maximum 
principle are stated and discussed. Section three contains the main result of 
this paper. An application to nonlinear heat transfer is given in section four. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In order to insure the maximum principle holds, we make the following 
assumptions. 
ASSUMPTIONS. 1. D C IWN is open, bounded, connected and X? is smooth 
enough so that the embedding theorems that we use hold e.g. 352 E Cr. 
2. aal EL&Q), b, EL,,@), d, EL,(Q), c EL,&?), p > N and 01 - d,n, E 
L+i(Ta) where (n,) = outward unit normal of 8Q. 
3. sszdJ,, + c$ dx + Jr qb - d,q$ da > 0 for all $ E Cl(o) with 4 = 0 
on r, . 
H,(Q) = completion of Cl(D) with respect to 11 ]I1 when XJ E Cl. 
SLMBVP. Let K = {U E C(a) ( 24, < u < w, , uo, w, E H,(s2) n C(D)>. Let 
aQ=I’,uI’,, r1nr,=4 and gO=minu,, zTs=maxw,. 
cl x (_~,,9+ [w be continuous. 
g,:r, x (_u,,~~)+R be continuous. 
F: Q x K+ (HI(O)) 
Lu = F(x, u) on Sz 
24 = gl(x, U) on r, 
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z+ olu =g,(x, 24) on r,, 
e = conormal derivative 
dv - 
iy > 0, or a>,0 and r1 $4. 
DEFINITION. u E H,(Q) is a weak solution to SLMBVP if and only if 
(i) yu = g,(x, 24) on r, , y: H,(Q) +L,(XJ), trace map 
(ii) a(u,u)=f( )( )f 11 u D or a er E H,(Q) with p = 0 on r, where 
&4 2,) = J1, (at3ur, + ud,) ZL!~ i- b,u,,v + m dx + s aruv - dppv do r2 
f(u) (4 = F(x, 4 (4 + lr2 g,@, 4 v da. 
Under these assumptions a(u, v) is a continuous bilinear form on 
{UEf4(Q)lyu=o on I’,} and for each fixed u a(u, a) is an element of (HI(Q))‘. 
Also M. Chicco [6, Theorem 21 proves the following maximum principle. 
MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE. Let u E H,(G), ess sup, 21 > 0 and a(u, v) < 0 for all 
v E HI(Q) with p = 0 on I’, and v > 0. Then either 
(1) u is a positive constant or 
(2) if u(x,,) - ess supo u, then q, E I’, . 
COROLLARY. If u E H,(Q) is not a constant, a(u, v) < Ojor all v E H,(Jz) with 
yv=Oon~,andyu~Oon~,,thenu~OonQ. 
Proof. If not, then U(NJ ess sup, > 0 and x,, E r, which is a contradiction. 
Remarks. 1. The above maximum principle does not imply that 
(du/dv) (x0) > 0 w h en u(x,,) = ess sup, u and x0 E ZG’ as does the classical 
maximum principle of E. Hopf [9]. 
3 -. The classical maximum principle assumes that ess supn u 3 0 and not 
>O. In fact the latter result does not hold as is illustrated by the following 
example. 
Let 52 = (-1, 1) and u = 2 - x’-j3 - (1 - 1 x I)‘/“. -u” + $x-4!3u = 
-(u’ + &&/3u) + gx-v3u xz - $(I - ) x I)--413 - &4/3(X3/3 + (1 - ( x p/3). 
Both the coefficient of u and the right side may be represented as distributional 
derivatives of L,(-1, 1) functions. Note that u( &l) = u(O) = 0 and therefore 
the nonnegative maximum is attained in the interior. 
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3. MAIN RESULT 
In this section we establish existence to the SLMBVP. In order to obtain an 
increasing sequence of iterates, we must have a nondecreasing condition on the 
operator F: Q X K+ (H,(O)): 
DEFINITION. F: Q x K-+ (H,(Q))’ is of Z’rpe I if and only if 
(i) When u < w, u, w E K, then (F(x, u) - F(x, w)) (4) < 0 for all 
0 < $A E c,qq. 
(ii) When un < u,+i , n = I,2 ,..., u, , u E K, u # constant, u,,+ u in 
L,(Q), then F(x, u) = lim,,,F(x, u,) in (HI(Q))‘. 
(iii) If w, 6 W,+i , 
% < %3+-l 9 n = 1, 2,..., 24 EL,(D), u # constant, 
24, -+ u in L,(Q), and w, + u in L,(Q), 
then 
$F(x, 4 (4 = &F(x, w,> (u) for all z, E H,(Q). 
(iv) There exists M > 0 such that supUEK [I F(x, u)[[Q,(~))’ < M < 00. 
Remarks. 1. If u,, uEL@) and u, + u in L,(Q), then there is a subse- 
quence that converges almost everywhere to u. If u, ,< u,+~ and u, + u E L,(Q), 
then u, converges pointwise almost everywhere to u. In this case we will write 
24, t u in L,(Q). 
2. Let k? = (u EL&Q) [ 24, t u in L,(Q) and u, E K}. Let k? 52 x R -+ 
(H,(Q))’ be defined by F(x, u) = lim,,,F(x, u,) where u, t u in L,(Q) and 
u, E K. Condition (iv) implies that f;i(x, u) E (H,(Q)) for u E g. Also condition 
(iii) implies that F(x, U) is well defined i.e. single valued. Thus P satisfies the 
same four conditions with K replaced by k 
EXAMPLES 1. Let KE{UEC(~)luO~U~Wg,lLg,WgEH~(0)nC(~>. 
Let f:Q x (go, k%J -+ R satisfy the following: 
(a) f is measurable in x for all u E (-u, , ti,,). 
(b) f is nondecreasing in u for almost all x E 9. Hence f is continuous in u 
except on a countable subset of (~a, tiO). Also assume the discontinuities are 
independent of x. 
(4 f~Lv/(2+N)(Q x (%I 9 a- 
Define for er E H,(Q), F(x, u) (u) = sn f (x, u(x)) W(X) dx. Note if w E Hi(Q) 
and &Q has the cone property, then x EF&~) where l/2* = fr - l/N. Since 
f EL2Nl(2+N)(Q x (-u, go)) and u E K is continuous, f (x, u(4) E&WZ+N@) 
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and hence f(~, U(X)) e(x) E&(Q). Condition (i) follows from property (c). In 
order to establish condition (ii) let u, 1 u in L&J) and u, , u E K. Then 
f(zc, u,(x)) t f(~, u(x)) pointwise for almost all x E D. Consequently 
f(~, U,(X)) V(X) rf(~, u(x) V(X) pointwise for almost all .Y E Q. Also 
I f@, u,(x)) +)I d (I f(x, uo(x)l + If@, w&4)1) I +>I . Since the right side is 
integrable, we have by the Lebesque convergence theorem that F(x, u,) (w) --f 
F(x, U) (w). Consider 
Note that If@, U,,(X) - f(~, u(x))\~N/(~+N) JO as II -+ w and hence by the 
Lebesque convergence theorem there exist N such that when n z h’ we have 
Thus condition (ii) is established. 
Consider condition (iii) and let u,, t u in L2(51) and w, t u in L, where u, , 
w, E K and u E L,(Q) (and not necessarily in K). Since u, 1 u in L,(Q), u, E C(o) 
and us < u, < w,, , u must be in L,(Q) and thusf(x, U(X)) is defined, measurable 
and in Lv,(~+N@;~). BY property (4 f( X, u,(x)) f f(~, u(x)) pointwise and thus 
by Lebesque convergence theorem IIf(xzc,(x) - f(~, u(x))(]~~~,(~+~) + 0 as 
n -+ 00. The same hold for II, replaced by w, . Thus j F(x, u,) (w) - F(x, wJ (w)I 
---f 0 as n - 03. Finally condition (iv) follows from (c) and (b). Let u E K and 
z’ E H,(Q). Then 
If@, uW)l < lf(.% %&))I + If@, %(4I 
and 
I F(x, 4 (41 B s, If(JC, u,(x)l I 44l + J;, I.& %64l I e4I 
G (llf(x, Uo@))NLq*++-2~ + !Ifc? ~~UO(X))lI~,N,(p+N)(R)) CL iI C’ I’H*W . 
Thus 
< co. 
2. If the forcing term has support contained in a manifold of lower 
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dimension than N, 8 C RN, then the forcing function may be viewed as an 
element of (Hi(Q))‘. F or example let 9 = R2 with forcing term 
S(x, - 0) h(x1 , x2 , u(x, ,x2)) = go, x2 , u(0, x2)) S(x, - 0) 
or 
ei ,3c2 3 4 (~1 = j-InnE 40, x2 9 4AxJ) @,xJ 4 dx, 
1 
where Ei G {(xi , x2) 1 xi = 0, x2 E R>. In this case the restriction or traces of h 
and et to El n D must be defined so that the integration is well defined. We need 
the following result which may be found in Agmon [l]. If 8Q has the restricted 
cone property, ENel C RN is a N - 1 dimensional subspace, MN-1 = Q r\ 
(EN-1 + x0), IV, E 52, then the trace of u E H,(Q) to MN-1 , yu, is defined and 
y: H,(Q) -+ Lp(MNJ is continuous. 
In general we let h: 52 x (g, , ti,,) -+ R and Y,: 52 + R, i = l,..., N satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(a) h is continuous on L2 X [_uO , Us]. 
(b) h is nondecreasing in II for all x E Li2. 
(4 y*(x1 ,.‘., x, ,a’., xN) are nondecreasing in x, . 
(d) There are only a finite number of jump discontinuities in x, for Y, . 
(e) 0 < Y,~~(x) < ik? < cc for x, f x,,k = a point where Ye is dis- 
continuous in xl , k = l,..., I1 . 
Then Y,(X) = FJX) + x;=, ‘b&%,k) H(xz - x,k) where 
FJX) E Y,(X), x, # x,k 
sz 0, x, = x,,k 
ff(x, - &k) = 1, x2 B x,.x: 
Es 0, x2 < X,,k 
dYz(Xzvl) = Y2(X1 ,..., xz,k+ ,*.., XJ - yz(xl ,*-*, xz,L- ,..-, XN) 
= y&x$,k+) - y~(Xz,k-) 
We may rewrite the above line in terms of elements in (H,(Q))‘. So define for 
w E H,(Q), u E K, 
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where 
M$_k, z Q n (I??;-, + (x1 ,..., xt,P ,..., 3~~)) 
E;-l 4 (x E RN 1 xi = O}. 
Since u is continuous, h(x, u) is continuous, 0 < rzq f M < CO, and 
w eL2(M$Fl), all the integrals exist. The proofs of the conditions (i), (ii), (iii), 
and (iv) follow by using the trace theorem and using the same arguments as 
given in example one. 
3. This class of examples has been useful in the ordinary differential 
equation case (see [20]). The difficulty is that we require sdutions of the asso- 
ciated linear problem to have nonnegative first order derivatives. In the ordinary 
differential equation case this is easy to verify for certain problems. Let 
In the definition of Type I replace < by < and replace L,(Q) convergence by 
H,(Q) convergence. < is defined by u < w if and only if ?I ,< w and u, < w, , 
i = l,..., N. Let Y,: Icz -+ [go , eo] + R be continuously differentiable wi;h 
yizi 3 0 and rtu > 0. Define F(x, U) (v) = fo (r,(x, U(X)) + TJX, U(X)) V(X) dx. 
The verification of the four conditions onF(x, u) IS a straight forward application 
of the properties of li and h. 
Let F: J2 x K-, (Hi(Q))’ be of Type I and consider the linear problem for 
fixed u E l?. 
Linear Problem. 
Lw = F(x, u) on D 
w =gl(x, u) on r, 
$! + CYW =g2(x, u) on r,. 
Let &(x, u) be an extension of g,: I’, x (-u, , tie) + R to D x (go, w,) so that 
Edx, 4 E f&(Q) and &(x, 4 -+&(x, u) in H,(Q) when u, + u in H,(Q) e.g. 
21 E Cl@ x [Go ,501). 
4. 
Define the following: 
Ku = {w s WQ) I P = g&, 4 on rll f 4 (4.1) 
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f(4 w = m 4 v + s, 44 g&G 44) (4.3) 
v E (v E HI(Q) 1 p = 0 on F,}. (4.4) 
If a(w, v) is continuous and coercive on Ku - Ku andf(u) E (Hi(Q))‘, then (see 
[ll]) there exist w E Ku such that a(w, w) =f(u) (v) for all r.~ E H,(Q), F = 0 
on I’, i.e. w is a weak solution to the above linear problem. Moreover this w is 
unique. So define 4 (H,(Q))’ -+ K, by Gf = w. Also recall, see [I91 or [ll], that 
G is continuous i.e. II WJ - Wi)ll~,~~~ < (l/C) llfi -fi IILT,QW where C 
is the constant of coercitivity on Ku - Ku . If II: Hi(Q) x Hi(Q) + R is 
coercive on H,(Q), then C is independent of u. With these observations in mind 
we make the following definition and assumptions. 
DEFINITION. Let F: 9 x K -+ (H&Q))’ be of Type I and the above (4.2) 
a: H,(sZ) x H&2) -+ be coercive on H,(O). Define T: R--t HI(Q) by Tu = 
G@(u)) where 
Remarks. 1. J-r, w(x) g&v, U(X)) dx = lirmz,, Jr2 V(X) g&, u,(x)) dx, un E K 
and U, 1 u EL,(Q) in&(Q). 
2. T is continuous in the sense that if u, 7 u in L,(G) and IL, , Y E I??, then 
f”(~) -.f(u>, in (HI(Q)) ad h ence Tu, + Tu in HI(Q). Moreover y(Tu,) + 
y(Tu) in L&Z?). Since y(Tu,) = g&c, u,(x)) on I’, , y(Tu) = gl(x, u(x)) on r, . 
ASSUMPTIONS. 4. Let, from (4.1)-(4.4), a: HI(Q) x H,(S) + Iw be coer- 
cive on HI(Q). Moreover assume any solution of the linear problem with u E K 
is in C(a) and is not a constant. 
5. g,: r, x [s , @-,] has an extension &: D x L% , %,,I + R which is 
continuously differentiable. g,: l’s x [g,, , us] + R is continuous. Both are 
nondecreasing in u. 
6. F: f2 x K + (H,(Q)) is of Type I. 
7. There exist U,, , V, E K n HI(Q) such that Us Q TU,-, < TV,, < V, . 
THEOREM. Let assumptions l-7 hold. Dejine u, 3 TV,, u,+~ = Tu, , 
q = TV, , v,,,, 5 TV,, , n = 1,2 ,.... Then the following hold: 
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1. u, < u, < u,+i < ... < v,,, < v, < vs ) ?r = 1,2 )... 
2. u.tuandv,~vinH,(SZ)andu~o,u,v~~nH,(SZ) 
3. u and v are solutions to SLMBVP. 
Proof. 1. This is done by mathematical induction on n. The first step is 
given by assumption 7. In order to show u, < u,+r , assume u,-r < u,, and 
apply maximum principle to 24, - u,+i and use assumptions 6 and 7. The proof 
of v n+l < 0, is similar. 
2. Note that {un} C K. By assumption 6 F(x, u) is of Type I(iv) and thus 
{F(x, u,)} is bounded in (Hi(Q))‘. By assumption 5 
where C, and C, are independent of n. Thus {f(u,J} is bounded in (H,(Q))‘. 
Since G: (H,(Q))’ - H,(Q) is continuous, {Tu = G(j(u,)} is bounded in 
H,(Q). By Rellich’s lemma { Z!“u%} has a convergent subsequence in L,(Q). Since 
11 -- Tu, is monotone, { Tu, = unfl} converges to u in L,(Q). By assumption 7 n+1 -- 
and remark two after the definition of T we have Tu, - Tu in H,(Q). Thus 
TU = u E I? n H,(Q). 
3. Since a( Tu, , 8) = f (u,J (v) f or all VE H,(Q) with y?~ = 0 on F, and 
by remark two after the definition of T, Tu, -+ Tu m H,(Q), a(Tu, , 8) --+ 
a(Tu, V) for all fly H,(Q) with @ = 0 on r, . Since f(u,J (B) +3(u) (a) for all 
G-E H,(Q) with @= 0 on r, , we have a(Tu, a) =f(u) (a). Since Tu = u, 
a(u, V) = (j(u)) (a). Also by remark two after the definition of u = Tu = 
g,(x, u) on r, . Thus u is a weak solution to SLMBVP. The proof that ~7 is a 
weak solution is similar. 
Remark. If assumption 5 and 6 do not hold, then in some cases one may make 
the inhomogeneous terms nondecreasing by adding a suitable multiple of u 
to both sides. The multiple need not be a real number and could be of the form 
Y,,, as in example two of F(x, u) of Type I. See the example given below. This is 
commonly called the “chord method”. 
5. APPLICATION TO NONLINEAR HEAT TRANSFER 
In this section we illustrate the theorems of the previous sections by con- 
sidering a thin plate with homogeneous thermal properties. This plate is being 
cooled by black body radiation being emitted along the line x = 0 (or a very 
narrow strip about x = 0). We assume that other portions of the stop and bottom 
surfaces are insulated. Also mixed boundary data will be given on the edges of 
the thin plate. The reader may wish to consult Sparrow and Cess [18] for related 
problems. 
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This problem, PI , has the following nomenclature: 
K = thermal conductivity of the plate 
/3 = heat transfer coefficient 
T, = temperature surrounding the top of the plate 
To = temperature on the edge of the plate 
T(x, y) = temperature in the plate, T, < T < T,, 
IQ, = Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
E = emmissitivity 
y = effective radiation coefficient which indicates size of strip or mechan- 
ism for emitting radiation from x = 0. 
P,: 
-v - KVT = 6(x) yff,b * l (Tm4 - T4) on f2 = (-1, 1) x (-1, 1) 
T(-1,~) = To = T&Y) 
I+, 1) =B(T,-,- T(x, 1)) 
-Kg(x, -1) =/!3(T, - W, - 1)). 
We normalize problem PI by defining u 5 (T,, - T)/(T, - T,) to get problem 
P 2’ 
Pa: * Tm4 --& = ‘(‘) j$-ko _ T,) [( 
To To - T, __ 
T, T, ’ 
u(-1,y) = 0 = U(LY) 
g (x, 1) + & U(X, 1) = 0 
-~(x,-l)+~U(x,-l)=o. 
Since T,, > T, the right side of the partial differential equation is not of Type I. 
This is remedied by adding 
( ( -4 +- co “,“u)(~~+4(~~)ks(x) 
to both sides of the partial differential equation. Let 
and 01 E B/K. This yields a third equivalent problem P, . 
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P,: 
u + S(x) 4k (To ; “) (+)” u = F(x, u) 
m 
u(-1,y) -= 0 = U(l,J) 
h(.y, ~1, u) z k [ (+ - To FaT” u)’ + 4 (To T, “) (+)” u - 11 . 
Note F(x, U) is of Type I since h(x, ~7, U) E h(u) is nondecreasing for T, < 
T < To . Also as remarked ealier 
S(x) 4k (To ; ‘-) (+-)” u 
m 
may be written in the form 
where H(x) = Heaviside function. Thus the partial differential equation in P:, 
has the form given in the Theorem. 
Lu xF - i %. + (- 1) H@) 4k To T,.T” (+)” u) - % cc :c 
-I- (- 1) H(x) 4k w (+)” u,. r= F(.r, u). 
r 7x 
The associated lmear problem to Pa takes the form 
Lw = F(r, u) 
w(-1,)‘) = 0 = w(l,y) 
g (x, 1) + aw(x, 1) = 0 = - g; (s, - 1) f aw(x, - 1). 
The bilinear form and element of (H,(Q))’ are 
a(% 21) == j-:lJTl (% + (- 1) H(x) 4k (To T, “) (+)” u) vz dx d> 
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+ j+;ll;l (-1) H(x) 4k (To T,T”) ($-)” u,w dx dy 
+ fl 4x9 -l)w(x, -l)dx+ l-‘-(x, I)v(x, 1)dx 
J(4 = F(x, 4 (4 + s_: 41, Y) 4k (To T, “) (+)” 4’. 
The verification of assumptions 1-3 is done by inspection. Assumption 4, the 
coercitivity, is given below. The continuity of the solution is given by the explicit 
construction of the solution to the linear problems. 
44 4 
= j-;j;l (~2 + uu2) dx dy 4 (-2) j-:j:l ~GW 4k (To T, “) (+)” dx 4’ 
+ j-;l CW~(X, -1) dx + I-’ m2(x, 1) dx 
1 
+ 1’ 4k (To T, “) (+)” (u2(x, - 1) + u2(x, 1)) dx 
0 
= j-;l/;l (uz2 + uv2) d.r dy + j-;l ~~(0, Y) 4 4k (To ; T=‘] (+)” 
m 
+ j-T1 c&(x, -1) dx + j--l au2(x, 1) d.z: 
1 
+ L1 4k (” T, “) (s)” (u2(x, -1) + u2(x, +l)) dx. 
Note that we may assume u(x, -y) = u(x, y) by letting K = {u E H,(S) 1 p = 0 
on x = 1 and x = - 1, and u is even in y}. This set is convex and closed in HI(Q) 
(Use the Trace Theorem). Define 
@, u) = j-;ljll (uz2 +u,“) dx dy + 4k (To T, ‘-) (+)” .c1, ~~(0, Y) d.. 
By the Trace Theorem a(u, u) II2 is a norm on H,(Q) and (H,(Q), C%(EC, u)~/~) 
is a complete normed space. Also the inclusion map from (H,(Q), 11 u IIH,(o)) - 
(H,(Q), n(u, ZJ)~/~) is one-to-one, onto and continuous. Therefore by the closed 
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graph theorem there exist C’ > 0 such that 11 u [IH,(o) < C’(a(u, u)l/*). Thus 
a(u, u) 3 C 11 u Ill, where C = (C’)-1/2 and u E K. 
The verification of assumption 5 is vacuous and assumption 6, F(x, u) is of 
Type I, has already been discussed. Assumption 7 will follow from the explicit 
construction of w(x, y) = Tu. We claim 0 = U,, I u,, and V, = us = 1 will 
work. Since w(x, y) is to be even in y and the boundary condition have the given 
form at y := + 1 and y = - 1, we assume w(x, y) has the following form. 
W(%Y> = f Mn(4 (1 - ff(x)) + fw W)) Y,(Y) 
1 
where A,(x), B,,,(x), m = 1, 2, are to be found and 
cos mrry - $ sin mry, y > 0 
Y,(y) = 
cos mriy + 2 sin mny, y < 0 
(1 + (-&-)*)l” cos(*?ry + e,), y > 0, 0, = tan-l & 
E (1 + ($f)“’ cos(m7ry - L-l,), 
1 
y < 0. 
In order to determine A,(x), B,(x), m = 1,2,..., we consider the three regions 
x < 0, x = 0, x > 0 and note that the support of 6(x) equals {O}. 
x < 0: 
x > 0: 
---4;(x) + (mrr)2 A,(x) = 0, A,(-1) = 0 
A,(x) = &(--e2mwenL”z + edmnz). 
----B&(x) + (m77)* B,(x) = 0, B,(l) = 0 
B,(x) = Bm(emrrs - e+2mncmna). 
Since u is to be continuous, A& = & , m = 1, 2 ,.... 
x =0: Let 
w44Y)) = f %Y*(Y) 
m=l 
&(0-j - B&(0+) + 4k (To T, “) (+)” A(1 - e2mn) = a,. 




To - T, 
T 
m 
ezma) - 2m41 + t+n 
)I9 
Finally consider d = k(a) where 0 < a < 1 is a constant. Then 
Since w(x, y) = T( a is even in both x and y, it suffices to examine w(x, y) for ) 
X,Y 20. 
4x, Y) 
= T(a) = 1 &(e 
WI=1 
wmz - ezmne-mnz) (1 + ($)*)l” cos(mry + 0,) 
da 2((- 1)” - 1) (e2mne-mnz - enzrrz) 
= zl (1 + (&f)lip (mn)* [&-(e*n~~ _ 1) + 2mn(l + e*m”)] cos(mTy + effl) 
where 
Clearly the dominate terms are given by m = 1,2. A comparison of T(0) and 
T( 1) suggests that 0 < T(0) < T(1) ,< 1. In order to confirm this, we must 
examine more carefully the terms of the summation. 
By the mean value theorem 1 e?mne-“““x - emnz ] < mz-(ezmn + 1) * (1 - x). 
Thus 
d 4mn(e2nLli + 1) (1 - 4 
l/2 
(mn)* [4kc(tGmn - 1) + 2~2741 + e2mn)] ’ 
m = even 
a 2ad(l - x) m=l &+4 1 + p4e2”s - 1) ’ m = even 
( mn-(e2m~ + 1) 1 
nz = even 
= $1 - X). 
By maximum principle and e = k(a) 3 0 for 0 < a < 1, we have T(a) > 0. 
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Since d = h(a) is increasing on a E (0, l), we have 0 < To < Tu. Thus if 
0 < a < 1 and 
ad oJl(u) <a -=- , 
4 4 
then 0 < T(0) < T(u) < a. Of course these are very rough estimates and 
whether or not they will hold depends on the physical problem. 
Consider an oxidized steel plate with a cooling due to radiation along x = 0. 
The thermal properties and other constants except y are taken from Carslaw 
and Jaeger [4] page 20 and are in the cgs system. In the case of a narrow strip 
about x = 0 y is in general much smaller than y = 41. However, this does not 
affect the qualitative aspects of our example. 
K = 0.11 T, = 300°K 
/I = 0.1 T,, = 600°K 
E = 0.79 y = 41 
u sb = 1.37 * 10-i’ 
The computed values of 01, K, c, h(O), h(0.6), h(1) are 
a = 0.9091 h(O) = 0.163778 
k = 0.010892 h(0.1) = 0.165908 
c=8 h(1) = 0.348540. 
Since d(l)/4 = .079214 < 1, 0 < T(0) < T(1) < 1. Thus U, = 0 and 
l’, z 1 will satisfy assumption 7 and hence the solution to the nonlinear problem 
must be between T(0) and T(1). I n order to get a more accurate approximation 
of the solutions to the nonlinear problem, we may either do more iterations or 
try to find a smaller upper solution V0 . Clearly lg = 0.1 works since 
&(0.1)/4 = .037707 < 0.1. Thus a solution, u, of the nonlinear problem satis- 
fies T(0) < IL < T(O.l). 
If we consider the case 01 = 0, then 
x>o 
x<o 
and 2A + 4KcA = h(u). 
In fact the nonlinear problem must have a solution of this for a where A is the 
root of 2A + 4Kc.A = h(A). In order to approximate this solution using iterates 
of T, we vn choose V,, E a > A as close to A as we wish and still have an 
upper solution. The solution of the nonlinear problem is the fixed point of T 
which corresponds to the root of 2A + 4KcA = h(A). 
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